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In Fixing the Sky, James Rodger Fleming
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argues consistently and persuasively that plans to
tinker with the atmosphere have been ineffective
at best and dangerous at worst. This interesting
and original work, building off of Fleming’s previ‐
ous studies of meteorology and climate science
history, provides valuable perspective on what
may soon become serious policy debates over
how to respond to global warming.
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Fleming finds that war provided both a justifica‐
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The final chapters examine the origins and
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prospects of modern climate modification propos‐
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Fleming has provided another valuable con‐

268).

tribution to the still tiny but emerging historiogra‐
phy of global warming. The story of weather and

Fixing the Sky is oriented primarily toward

climate and control schemes sheds light both on

historians, albeit with a policy agenda that can oc‐

the cultural history of weather and climate and
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control schemes. Furthermore, the book offers
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